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What’s the
advantage of
an injectable
HIV treatment?

HIV treatments have come a long way since the early days of

The first injectable HIV treatment likely to be approved in

multiple pills, high doses and chronic side effects. Many of us

Australia is a two-drug treatment containing cabotegravir– an

are now able to take just one pill, once a day and carry on with

integrase inhibitor that has a long half-life so it is active in the

life as usual. But some people find it difficult to take even one

body for longer– and rilpivirine – a second-generation non-

pill at the same time every day. We keep forgetting or simply

nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NNRTI), developed

don’t like doing it. That’s where the appeal of a monthly or

to lessen the chance of developing resistance to this drug

two-monthly injection comes in.

class. (See Treatment factsheet #6 How do HIV treatments

So far, most of the people who have trialled a long-acting

really work?)

injectable find it more convenient and like how it protects

These treatments are given separately in each buttock every

their privacy. By not having to take pills they also say it avoids

one or two months. The two-monthly treatment will probably

the daily reminder of their HIV status.

be available in Australia in the next two years.
Trials on people who had already controlled HIV with

“It seems to me that it’s much better because
you simply don’t have to worry about

anything. If you go on a trip, you don’t have
to bring your pills or take anything at all

along. You follow your ‘normal life.’ You come

oral treatment have shown that changing to injectable
cabotegravir/rilpivirine is just as good as continuing with oral
therapy, with around 90% of participants maintaining an
undetectable viral load for a year. (See Treatment factsheet #4:
How confident are you that HIV treatment is prevention?)

once a month. You get the shot and it’s over.

You don’t have to be thinking everyday… oh I
forgot to take the pill. Or… when did I take it
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last… You just don’t worry about anything. In

reality, taking the pill everyday keeps it [HIV]
present… and the shot is just once a month…
You remember it when you come in and the

rest of the time you can basically forget it.” Trial participant
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HIV treatment
is prevention?
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How do HIV
treatments
really work?

There are five main families of HIV treatments currently

We always knew that treatment reduced the chance
of passing on HIV, but proving that it eliminated the
risk took some time.

available in Australia and each one attacks HIV in a completely
different way. To understand how each treatment works, you
also need to understand the life cycle that HIV goes through to
replicate in your body
After HIV enters your body, it starts to replicate and it does
this by invading CD4 cells, the cells in our body that fight

Over the last few years, hundreds of
international health organisations
have come out in agreement that
sexual HIV transmission cannot
occur when people with HIV are
on treatment and our viral load is
undetectable.
There were rumblings early in the
2000s, including from a Spanish
cohort who reported that of the
seroconversions that occurred among
400 heterosexual sero-different
couples between 1991 and 2003,
not one had taken place when the
positive partner was on treatment.
The 2008 Swiss Statement was
the first to pronounce that HIV
treatment stopped transmission;
providing the positive person was
adherent, had an undetectable viral
load and no sexually transmitted
infections (STIs). But there were still
caveats of concern. Would having

an STI affect viral load? Did the viral
levels in blood always correlate to
those in semen and vaginal fluids?
What about viral blips?

In 2011, HPTN 052 reported on 1700
sero-different couples, half of whom
were started on treatment, the other
half not. Of the 28 seroconversions
that happened, only one occurred
among the treating group and that
occurred very early on in the trial
when viral load was likely still high.
But it was a largely heterosexual
group so we needed more evidence.

infections. To do this, it must first bind to one of the receptors

2. Non-Nucleoside Reverse
Transcriptase Inhibitors (NNRTI)
These treatments bind to reverse transcriptase and
inhibit the enzyme by preventing formation of HIV
DNA. NNRTIs or “Non-nukes” we use today include
nevirapine, efavirenz, rilpivirine and etravirine.

that cover the surface of a CD4 cell,

PARTNER finally provided
reassurance for our concerns
about viral load blips. Also,
no transmissions were seen
in the 91 couples where the
positive partner reported an
STI (approximately one-third
of gay couples had open
relationships). The final results,
presented and published in
July 2016, reported

That’s when the PARTNER study
reported its findings. This study
had enrolled serodifferent couples
where the HIV positive partner was
on treatment and where couples
were already not always using
condoms (often for many years). And
importantly, one-third of the almost
900 couples were gay men.

Treatment factsheet #4
How confident are you that
HIV treatment is prevention?

1. Entry and Fusion Inhibitors
These treatments work outside the CD4 cell by
stopping HIV from binding to it. Some people are
born with a mutated form of receptors on their CD4
cells, so they have a natural immunity to HIV. But
99% of us don’t, so it’s lucky we have Entry and
Fusion Inhibitors like enfurvitide and maraviroc to
stop HIV in its tracks.

3. Nucleoside/Nucleotide Reverse
Transcriptase Inhibitors (NRTI)
While they work at the same point of the HIV life
cycle as Non-nukes, NRTIs or “Nukes”perform in a
completely different way. While reverse transcriptase
is building strands of DNA from viral RNA, Nukes
act as false building blocks, making the DNA chain
incomplete and causing it to terminate.
NRTIs were the first generation of drugs licensed

Once it has attached itself, HIV releases its contents into
the CD4 cell. HIV is a retrovirus, meaning that its genetic
information is stored on a single strand of RNA instead of

for the treatment of HIV and include the early drugs
AZT, ddI and 3TC and the more recent ones abacavir,
emtricitabine and tenofovir.

the double-stranded DNA found in most organisms. So, once
inside the CD4 cell, an enzyme called reverse transcriptase
turns the HIV RNA into HIV DNA.

The newly-created viral DNA then moves into the cell nucleus,
where it is incorporated into the human DNA strand with
the help of an enzyme called integrase. The HIV DNA then
instructs the cell to make copies of itself.

Treatment factsheet #6
How do HIV treatments
really work?
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“I’m thinking why not do injectable PrEP

One trial participant, an older man living with HIV noted that

you’re not even planning for that, you’re like,

to his HIV treatment, he was happy to stick with the pills.

because there could be that one night where

as he needed to take several other oral medications in addition

oh wait, I have to take pills for a week before I

While we wait for a cure, it’s great that we have new treatments

even consider doing this. Because for men who

have sex with men, being spontaneous is there.
The hook-up culture is so prevalent.” - Trial

in the pipeline. Long-acting injectables are a promising new
option that will be helpful for many people living with HIV.

participant

Most participants in these injectable trials reported side

effects; however, the symptoms were largely mild, and included
soreness and minor bruising at the injection site that cleared
up after a day or two. A few experienced fever or impaired

mobility (the injection is intramuscular and normally given in

the buttock); but for the most part, participants considered any
side effects a fair trade-off given what they saw as the benefits
of receiving their HIV treatment through a periodic injection
rather than a daily pill.

HIV doctors interviewed suggest that injections may not be

right for everyone, noting that people still need to show up for
appointments.

“My concern with injections is this: when you
have someone who’s not compliant and they
miss two or three oral doses, it’s not the end
of the world. If you’re not compliant with

an injectable every eight weeks, that could

be an issue. So you’ve got to get people who
understand the importance of adhering.” HIV prescribing doctor
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